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ABSTRACT 

In an implementation of data binding, a bind object imple 
ments an apply-value interface, and a user interface element 
has a user interface property With an associated value Which 
is designated as the bind object in a markup language. A 
platform processes the markup language and calls the apply 
value interface of the bind object With arguments that 
include the user interface element and the user interface 
property to generate an expression such that the associated 
value of the user interface property can be determined. 
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DATA BINDING 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of, and 
claims priority to, US. patent application Ser. No. 10/783, 
842, entitled “Data Association” ?led Feb. 20, 2004, to Bent 
et al., the disclosure of Which is incorporated by reference 
herein. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] This invention relates to data binding. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Application programs are typically developed With 
a user interface that includes display elements and controls 
that are logically tied, or combined, With associated appli 
cation data such that the user interface components and the 
data can not be differentiated or developed independently of 
each other. For example, data objects developed for inte 
gration With an application program typically include vari 
ous user interface element and control display information 
such as pixel position, font siZe, display position, graphic 
implementation information, and the like. 

[0004] Because the application program user interface and 
the application data are logically linked, changes applied at 
the user interface necessitate an update of the application 
data. Similarly, changes in the format of the application data 
necessitates an update or modi?cation of the application 
program to properly generate the user interface to display 
the application data. These data and display format depen 
dencies require extensive programming updates and dedi 
cated application data access methods, and are dif?cult to 
maintain. Further, data and display format dependencies 
limit the expandability and/or adaptability to incorporate 
different data types and formats Without signi?cant binding 
logic changes. Further, these existing data binding tech 
niques for data and display format dependencies do not 
facilitate a Way in Which to bind application data to non 
visual objects. 

SUMMARY 

[0005] Data binding is described herein. 

[0006] In an implementation of data binding, a bind object 
implements an apply-value interface, and a user interface 
element has a user interface property With an associated 
value Which is designated as the bind object in a markup 
language. A platform processes the markup language and 
calls the apply-value interface of the bind object With 
arguments that include the user interface element and the 
user interface property to generate an expression such that 
the associated value of the user interface property can be 
determined. 

[0007] In an implementation of data association, a data 
item has a data item property With an associated value and 
a user interface element has an element property With a value 
that can be de?ned by an association to the data item 
property. A binding de?nition associates the element prop 
erty of the user interface element With the data item property 
such that an application program Which generates a user 
interface for display can be developed independent of the 
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data item, and such that the data item can be developed 
independent of display-related information corresponding to 
the user interface element. 

[0008] In another implementation of data association, an 
application program can generate a user interface having a 
display element to display a representation of a data item. A 
data programming model can associate a display element 
property of the display element With a data item property of 
the data item With a binding de?nition such that a value of 
the data item property is displayed as the representation of 
the data item. 

[0009] In another implementation of data binding, a bind 
ing de?nition can be represented as a bind object and 
manipulated directly by an application program using meth 
ods and properties provided by the system for that purpose. 
In another implementation, the binding de?nition can be 
described declaratively in a markup language, in a Way that 
makes the bind object appear as a traditional property value. 
The bind object implements an apply-value interface, 
through Which it takes control of its oWn behavior as a 
property value, and implements the association With the data 
item property. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] The same numbers are used throughout the draW 
ings to reference like features and components. 

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates various components of a com 
puting system in Which an exemplary embodiment of data 
binding and data association can be implemented. 

[0012] FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of data associa 
tion and various components of the computing system 
shoWn in FIG. 1 in Which embodiments of data binding can 
be implemented. 

[0013] FIG. 3 illustrates a How diagram of an exemplary 
method for an embodiment of data association. 

[0014] FIG. 4 illustrates a How diagram of an exemplary 
method for an embodiment of data binding. 

[0015] FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary computing systems, 
devices, and components in an environment that data asso 
ciation and data binding can be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0016] Data binding is described as a data programming 
model to bind a user interface property of a user interface 
element to the value of a data object property. Abind object 
is utiliZed to associate a value of the user interface property 
With the value of the data object property. The bind object 
implements an IApplyValue (also referred to herein as 
“apply-value interface”) that is called during processing 
With arguments that include the user-interface element and 
the user-interface property. 

[0017] Data association is described as a data program 
ming model in Which a database of data items can be 
developed independently of display-related information to 
display data item values on a user interface. Further, an 
application program that generates the user interface can 
also be developed independent of the data items to maintain 
a distinction betWeen the data and the presentation of the 
data. The data programming model includes a binding 
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de?nition to associate a user interface element property With 
a data item property such that a value of the element 
property is de?ned by the association to the data item 
property. 

[0018] Accordingly, the data programming model facili 
tates an association, or connection, betWeen data items and 
a user interface representation of the data items With binding 
de?nitions. This data association model provides that data 
can be described separately from a user interface and pro 
vides that an application developer can integrate any form of 
data and domain-speci?c logic With an application-speci?c 
user interface. For a designer and/or an application devel 
oper, the data programming model provides greater produc 
tivity, ?exibility, and a user-friendly programming update 
and maintenance system. 

[0019] The folloWing discussion is directed to systems and 
methods for data association and for data binding. While 
features of the described systems and methods can be 
implemented in any number of different computing envi 
ronments, they are described in the context of the folloWing 
exemplary implementations. 

[0020] FIG. 1 illustrates various components of a com 
puting system 100 in Which an exemplary embodiment of 
data binding and data association can be implemented. The 
computing system 100 includes a computing device 102 and 
a display device 104. The computing device 102 includes 
one or more processors 106 (e.g., any of microprocessors, 
controllers, and the like) Which process computer executable 
instructions to implement features of data association. The 
processors 106 also execute one or more application pro 
grams 108 and a data programming model 110 Which can 
also be implemented as an application program of comput 
ing system 100. 

[0021] The computing system 100 can be implemented 
With one or more memory components, such as any form of 
storage media 112 (e.g., any of RAM, ROM, and the like), 
Which maintains data items 114 and data collections 116. 
The computing system 100 may be implemented With any 
number and combination of differing components as further 
described beloW With reference to the exemplary computing 
systems, devices, and components shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0022] In this example, an application program 108 
includes a user interface module 118 (e.g., a component of 
an application program 108) that generates an application 
speci?c user interface 120 for display on the display device 
104. The application programs 108 communicate With the 
data programming model 110 via various application pro 
gramming interfaces (APIs) 122 Which are described beloW 
in a Data Association Binding section. The data program 
ming model 110 includes binding de?nitions 124, transform 
de?nitions 126, data style de?nitions 128, and update logic 
130. Although not illustrated, the application programs 108, 
the data programming model 110, along With the binding, 
transform, and data style de?nitions, can be maintained With 
storage media 112 in computing device 102. 

[0023] A data item 114 can be maintained With storage 
media 112 as any type of data, such as data objects. A data 
item 114 can also be maintained as any form of data, such 
as XML (extensible markup language) data (or any other 
tag-based data), SQL data, and/or as any other database 
speci?c data. Any type of data item 114 includes one or more 
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data item properties that can each have an associated value. 
A data item 114 can be implemented as a speci?c object, as 
the referenced current item of a data collection 116, as a user 
interface element, or as an object obtained from a data 
context property of a user interface element. 

[0024] Adata item property can be described by name, by 
an expression such as “A.B[2]#X/C.D”, or by an XPath 
expression (When the data item is maintained as an XML 
document). The expression can be parsed similarly to a C# 
(pronounced C-Sharp) expression Where a dot is inter 
preted as a “sub-property”, brackets are an “indexer”, the 
pound sign (#) identi?es a named vieW, and a slash identi?es 
a current item in a vieW. Additionally, any run-time object 
can be the data item, or source item, for a binding and any 
public properties of the run-time object can be de?ned as a 
data item property. 

[0025] A binding de?nition 124 is implemented to asso 
ciate an element property of a user interface element (e.g., 
of the user interface 120) With a property of a data item 114 
such that a value of the user interface element property is 
de?ned by the association to the data item property. This 
provides that a database of data items 114 can be developed 
independently of display-related information to display the 
data items on a user interface 120. Further, an application 
program 108 can also be developed independent of the data 
items 114 to maintain a distinction betWeen the data and the 
presentation of the data. Accordingly, the data programming 
model 110 facilitates an association, or connection, betWeen 
data items and a user interface representation of the data 
items With binding de?nitions 124. Abinding de?nition 124 
can be implemented to bind any property of a user interface 
element or control to any property of any data item 114. 

[0026] Auser interface property receives a value based on 
the associated value of a data item property. When a binding 
is established With a binding de?nition 124, changes in the 
data item property can be updated to the corresponding user 
interface property. In an embodiment, a developer can 
optionally implement the reverse change update such that 
changes in the user interface property are propagated to the 
data item property. These tWo examples of binding are 
referred to as a one-Way binding de?nition and as a tWo-Way 
binding de?nition. Optionally, a one-time binding initialiZes 
a user interface property from a data item property, but does 
not update When changes are made to the data item property 
thereafter. 

[0027] Atransform de?nition 126 generates a transformed 
value of a data item property for association With a user 
interface element property. The transform de?nition 126 
generates the transformed value from a current value of the 
data item property such that the current value remains 
unchanged in storage media 112. In an embodiment, a 
transform de?nition 126 is developed as a logic component 
of an application program 108 to transform a value of a data 
item property When associated With a user interface element 
property by a binding de?nition 124. A transform de?nition 
126 is interjected in a data path betWeen a data item 114 and 
the user interface 120 and transforms the data item Without 
a change in the data model (e.g., the data items 114 main 
tained With storage media 112). 

[0028] A binding de?nition 124 can be associated With a 
transform de?nition 126 (e.g., a transformer) having a 
function to change a data item property value into a neW 
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form, type, or value Whenever the data item property value 
is transferred or referenced from the data item 114 to the user 
interface property. Further, the transform de?nition function 
can be de?ned to implement a reverse change of the data 
item property value When the value is propagated from the 
user interface element to the data item property. Atransform 
de?nition 126 can also generate a transformed value of a 
data item property for compatible association With a user 
interface element property. 

[0029] A transform de?nition 126 can be implemented as 
an object that exposes a data transformer interface Which can 
de?ne a simple type conversion, or can be developed to 
include more complicated logic de?ned by a developer of 
the application program 108. The data programming model 
110 may also include default transform de?nitions 126 if an 
application program developer does not specify or develop 
a speci?c transform de?nition. For example, a system 
de?ned type converter can be automatically applied as a 
transformer When needed Which simpli?es the declaration of 
bindings betWeen many mismatching types, such as binding 
a user interface property of type Bool (e.g., Boolean) to a 
data item property of a type String (Whose values are 
presumably the strings “true” and “false” for a Boolean 
type). Application-de?ned transform de?nitions can be 
de?ned and attached to any binding that associates user 
interface element properties and data item properties. 

[0030] The update logic 130 can be implemented as any 
form of hardWare, ?rmWare, softWare, or any combination 
thereof that may be implemented to perform the logical 
operations associated With data association. Such, logic can 
also include any supporting circuitry that may be required to 
complete a given task including supportive non-logical 
operations. For example, “logic” may also include analog 
circuitry, memory, input/output (I/O) circuitry, interface 
circuitry, poWer providing/regulating circuitry, etc. Update 
logic 130 can be implemented to receive an update notice of 
a data item 114, such as an update of a value of a data item 
property, and initiate that a binding de?nition 124 update the 
user interface element property on the user interface 120 
With the value change of the data item property. Further, the 
update logic can be implemented to receive a user interface 
element update, such as a change of a value of a user 
interface element property, and update an associated data 
item property With the value change of the user interface 
element property. 

[0031] A data collection 116 is a collection of data items 
114 and any number of data collections 116 can each include 
any con?guration and/or combination of the data items 114. 
The data programming model 110 provides that a developer 
can create multiple representations of the data items over a 
single underlying data collection. A representation of data 
items 114 is also referred to herein as a “vieW”, Where a user 
interface display element is bound (e.g., With a binding 
de?nition 124) over a collection. In an embodiment, a 
collection vieW can be de?ned as a class, and the vieW 
references back to the data items in the collection. Although 
not shoWn, a vieW manager can be implemented to manage 
various vieW associations to respective data collections 116. 
A program developer can develop the data collections 116, 
and further, de?ne ?lters to generate the one or more vieWs 
(e.g., representations) that may be associated With a particu 
lar data collection 116. This provides an extensible mecha 
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nism by Which various con?gurations of the data items 114 
can developed for display independent of the data items 
themselves. 

[0032] The data programming model 110 can recogniZe 
data collections 116 as objects that expose collection inter 
faces IEnumerable, ICollection, IList, and/or IBindingList. 
Additionally, the data programming model can recogniZe 
interfaces such as ICollectionVieWFactory for creating 
vieWs, ICollectionChange for noti?cation of changes to a 
data collection 116 (e.g., an insertion or deletion of data 
items), ICurrentItem for maintaining a vieW as current, and 
IContains for ?ltering a vieW. A vieW is also referred to 
herein as a representation of the data items 114 in a data 
collection 116. 

[0033] A vieW (e.g., data item representation) initially 
contains the data items of a data collection 116, but can then 
be sorted and ?ltered independently of the data collection 
and of other vieWs over the same data collection. Each vieW 
over a particular data collection can be identi?ed With a 
name (i.e. a string) to distinguish it from all other vieWs. By 
exposing an ICurrentItem interface, a vieW can support a 
current data item and provide methods such as MoveNext, 
MoveTo, etc. by Which an application program 108 can 
change the currency. This can be implemented in conjunc 
tion With binding de?nitions that bind to a property of a 
current data item of a vieW, either automatically or explicitly. 

[0034] The data programming model 110 can be imple 
mented to create vieWs over many different collections, 
including IList and IBindingList. In addition, the data pro 
gramming model 110 can be implemented to add data 
collections 116 that expose an ICollectionChange interface 
Which provides that data items can be added or inserted 
dynamically into an original data collection. An ArrayList 
DataCollection and associate vieW ArrayListCollectionVieW 
are implemented based on the system collection type Array 
List. 

[0035] Data styling is implemented With the data style 
de?nitions 128 each of Which provides a template for a 
visual representation of the data items 114, or of a collection 
of data items 116. A developer of an application program 
108 also develops the data style de?nitions 128. Further, 
data styling is implemented to represent data items as a 
subtree of user interface elements and associated properties. 
Data styling utiliZes objects of a type style to describe the 
appearance of a data item and may be described as providing 
a template through Which to vieW the data items. Atemplate 
(i.e. the visual tree of a data style de?nition 128) describes 
a general form of the visual representation of the data items 
and provides that part of the representation be obtained as a 
data item property value corresponding to a particular data 
item. 

[0036] The data programming model 110 provides that a 
data style de?nition 128 for a particular data item can be 
associated explicitly by setting a ContentStyle, ItemStyle, or 
HeaderStyle property, implicitly based on the type of the 
data item, or extensibly by providing a style selector. The 
data programming model also includes default data style 
de?nitions to provide a data style for data items that are 
represented frequently. For example, When a data item is a 
string, the default data style de?nition 128 displays the string 
in a text control. 

[0037] Application programs 108 can be implemented to 
utiliZe both control styling to describe the appearance of user 
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interface element controls, and data styling to describe the 
visual representation of data items Within the user interface 
controls. A developer can describe Where data items, or the 
visual representation of the data items, belong in a user 
interface control’s style, but is not forced to choose hoW to 
display the data items. The data programming model 10 
provides a ContentPresenter control Which is implemented 
to identify the location of the data items Within a user 
interface control data style de?nition, and to determine an 
appropriate visual representation for the data items. 

[0038] A data style de?nition 126 is determined for a 
ContentPresenter based on the data item(s) that it contains 
(i.e. on the value of its content property). For eXample, if a 
control has a value for its ContentStyle property, the value 
is utiliZed as the data style de?nition. OtherWise, if the 
control has a value for its ContentStyleSelector property, a 
SelectStyle method of that style selector property is called 
and the returned data style de?nition is utiliZed. OtherWise, 
a list of resources is searched to determine ?rst, the 
resources of the control and its ancestors, then the applica 
tion-Wide resources, then the theme-based resources, and 
?nally the system-Wide resources. A resource is selected 
having a named type of the data item, or some base type 
thereof, and having a value that is a data style de?nition. If 
a resource is not located, a default data style de?nition 128 
can be implemented. The resulting data style de?nition 128 
is applied to the ContentPresenter control after initialiZing 
the control’s DataConteXt property to the data item obtained 
from the content property. For a data style de?nition that 
contains properties Which are data-bound to properties of the 
DataConteXt, the properties are associated With the data item 
property values. 

[0039] User interface controls can be designed to manage 
a user-supplied content. A user interface button, list item, 
and scroll vieWer are examples of user interface content 
controls that support control styling to manage appearance 
such as shading, borders, and sub-controls (e. g. a page-doWn 
button in a scroll vieWer). The user interface content controls 
also support data styling, to present a ?eXible visual repre 
sentation of the content. A developer of such a user interface 
control merely needs to include a ContentPresenter in the 
control style, and associate or link the ContentPresenter’s 
content, ContentStyle, and ContentStyleSelector properties 
to the corresponding properties on the control itself. A base 
class ContentControl is a class from Which the user interface 
controls are derived, and it de?nes the common properties 
and implements the common functionality of the user inter 
face controls. 

[0040] Data association supports additional controls that 
may be designed and implemented to manage a list of items, 
such as a ListBoX, a Menu, and a RadioButtonList Which are 
all eXamples of Items Controls. These controls also support 
control styling to manage their basic appearance, and sup 
port data styling to present a ?eXible visual representation of 
their data content Which, in this eXample, is a list of data 
items each represented by a visual subtree. The control style 
for an items control contains an element to manage the 
layout of the subtrees corresponding to the data items, and 
the resulting visual tree Will contain a layout panel Whose 
children Will ultimately be the subtrees produced from the 
data items. 

[0041] The data programming model 110 also de?nes an 
ItemUIGenerator class to generate the subtrees from the data 
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items, under control of a layout panel. Every items control 
has an associated generator and, When the layout panel needs 
its children, it calls the generator repeatedly to generate the 
children one item at a time until the layout panel determines 
a stop of the recursive procedure. The layout panel can 
generate children for all the data items associated by the 
items control, or only for some of them as virtualiZation. 

[0042] An items control generator creates a subtree from 
a data item by creating a Wrapper element of a particular 
type Which is selected by the items control, and by applying 
a control style to that Wrapper. For eXample, the ListBoX 
control chooses ListBoXItem as the type for its Wrappers, so 
each subtree under the layout panel Will have a ListBoXItem 
at its root. The generator sets the DataConteXt on the 
Wrapper to be the corresponding item Which enables prop 
erties Within each subtree to depend on the data via data 
binding. The generator also propagates style information 
from the items control for each Wrapper and propagates the 
values of the ItemStyle and ItemStyleSelector properties to 
appropriate properties of the Wrapper, depending on the type 
of the Wrapper. For eXample, if the Wrapper is a Content 
Control, the values are propagated to the ContentStyle and 
ContentStyleSelector properties. 
[0043] Data style rules complete the process. For eXample, 
after adding a ListBoXItem to a tree, the control style for 
ListBoXItem is applied to produce borders and sub-controls, 
one of Which is a ContentPresenter. A data style de?nition 
128 is selected and applied to the ContentPresenter to 
produce the visual representation of the corresponding data 
item, and this data style contains data-bound properties that 
display values from the data item. 

[0044] Data-binding and data styling can be implemented 
With arbitrary data supplied by an application program 108 
at runtime. The data programming model 110 also provides 
convenient classes that manage particular kinds of data. 
These classes enable a developer to introduce data into the 
application program declaratively, typically by declaring an 
instance of the class as a resource, and referring to that 
resource in the declaration of a binding de?nition. The 
classes expose an IDataSource interface, Which provides a 
uniform interface to retrieve data and receive noti?cation of 
changes. 
[0045] An ObjectDataSource class creates an instance of 
an arbitrary type, as described by a developer via a Type 
Name property. Optionally, the type may be de?ned by an 
application program 108 to provide domain-speci?c data. 
An XmlDataSource class retrieves data from an XML docu 
ment. The document can be described inline in markup (i.e. 
Within the scope of the XmlDataSource tag), doWnloaded 
from a URL referenced in the source property, or provided 
dynamically at runtime by setting a document property. A 
SqlDataSource class retrieves data items from a SQL data 
base and has properties Which provide that the developer can 
supply the connection and query information to name the 
intended server database and fetch the desired data items. A 
WinFSDataSource class retrieves data items from a local 
WinFS database and has properties Which alloW the devel 
oper to supply the query information to describe the tables 
and data desired. In addition to these data sources, the data 
programming model 110 can also utiliZe source objects that 
already eXist in the application program 108. These include 
user interface elements and arbitrary objects created by the 
application program 108. 
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[0046] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary embodiment 200 of 
data association and various components of the computing 
system 100 shoWn in FIG. 1. In this example 200, an 
application program 202 includes a user interface module 
204 that generates a user interface display 206. The user 
interface 206 includes various application speci?c user 
selectable controls 208 and a display region 210. A ?rst list 
box 212 is displayed Within the display region 210 and, in 
this example, includes a list of client reference numbers that 
are displayed in user interface display elements 214(1-N). 

[0047] A second list box 216 is also displayed Within the 
display region 210 and includes information 218 related to 
a particular client reference number. For example, the client 
reference number shoWn in user interface display element 
214(1) corresponds to the client reference number shoWn in 
a user interface display element 220 in the second list box 
216. A user interface display element 222 is shoWn to 
indicate that the data (e.g., a date of Feb. 21, 2004) is 
emphasiZed to communicate an importance to a user vieW 
ing the user interface 206. Although the data displayed in 
user interface display element 222 is shoWn to have a dashed 
border in this example, any number of different techniques 
can be implemented to emphasiZe the data, such as under 
line, bold, a change in text color, and the like. 

[0048] In this example, the user interface display element 
222 has an element property With an associated value (e.g., 
the date of Feb. 21, 2004) that is de?ned by an association 
to a data item property of a data item 224. A binding 
de?nition 226 associates the element property of a user 
interface display element 222 With the data item property of 
data item 224 such that the value of the user interface 
element property is de?ned by the association to the data 
item property. A transform de?nition 228 is implemented to 
change the representation of the data item value displayed in 
the user interface display element 222. For example, the date 
displayed in the user interface display element 222 is 
displayed With emphasis to indicate that in less than one 
month, the referenced client application needs to be ?led. A 
developer can de?ne a user interface display element and 
associate any number of different properties With data asso 
ciation as described herein Which provides an unlimited and 
extensible innovation. The presentation of the data item 224 
is dependent upon the transform de?nition 228 While the 
presentation characteristics are not integrated, or tied, to the 
data items. 

[0049] Each of the user interface display elements (e.g., 
display elements 220, 222, and the like) displayed in the list 
box 216 have a data context property that de?nes the data 
item 224 as the data source of the user interface elements. An 
additional binding de?nition 124 can be implemented to 
associate the element properties of the user interface display 
elements With additional data item properties of the data 
item 224. The user interface display elements displayed in 
list box 216 have a dependent association to the user 
interface display element 220 such that the additional bind 
ing de?nition 124 defaults to the data context property of the 
user interface display element 220 to de?ne the data item 
224 as the data source of the additional user interface 
elements. 

[0050] The data programming model 110 de?nes a data 
context property on all of the user interface display elements 
and the property value is the default object to be used as the 
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source data item for all binding de?nitions 124 attached to 
a user interface display element. The data context property 
is an inherited property such that When a user interface 
element does not de?ne a value for data context, it uses same 
property value as its parent. This provides a developer With 
a convenient Way to de?ne the source data item for an entire 
subtree of user interface elements. 

[0051] User interface elements and controls may have 
properties Which can be edited by a user via user interface 
206. For example, the text of a text box, the check state of 
a check box, and the value of a slider are all properties that 
a user can change by typing, clicking, moving a mouse, or 
by some other user-selectable input. A data item receiving a 
propagated value change may be implemented to validate a 
neW value. In addition, a developer can supply additional 
validation logic that is performed before a value change is 
propagated to the data item. Validation logic can be utiliZed 
to verify that a numeric value lies in the proper range, or that 
a string value (e.g., such as a driver’s license number) has 
the correct format. The data programming model can also be 
implemented to trap validation errors When they occur and 
provide visual feedback to a user of the user interface 206. 

[0052] When an items control contains a large number of 
data items (i.e., more than can be displayed at one time on 
a user interface display), virtualiZation can be implemented 
to generate user interface display elements for only those 
data items that actually appear in the display. As a user 
scrolls through the list of data items, the items control, 
together With the associated generator, automatically gener 
ates the user interface elements to represent the data items 
that are currently visible, and discards the user interface 
elements for the data items that are no longer visible. This 
process may also be referred to as user interface virtualiZa 
tion because it pertains to keeping only a small number of 
virtual user interface subtrees. A second level of virtualiZa 
tion, referred to as item virtualiZation, pertains to a similar 
technique applied to the data items themselves. Rather than 
maintaining a full list of data items in memory, a virtualiZing 
collection keeps only those data items for the user interface 
layout and the application program itself. The remaining 
data items are stored externally, in a disk ?le or a local 
database or even a remote database, and are only retrieved 
When needed. 

[0053] A shared set of style information can be associated 
With tWo or more objects or data items that are to be 
displayed as part of a list or some other visual grouping of 
the items on a user interface. By sharing the style informa 
tion of a data style de?nition (e.g., the visual representation 
characteristics information), a program developer need only 
de?ne the data style information or style once. Upon de?n 
ing the data style de?nition, the developer can declaratively 
associate all of the data items in the list or group With the 
de?ned style. 

[0054] Within the display region 210 of user interface 206 
shoWn in FIG. 2, the client reference numbers are displayed 
in the list region 212 and information 218 related to a 
particular client is displayed in the list region 216. In an 
embodiment, each set of client information may be a distinct 
object stored in a database (e.g., storage media 112) or other 
data store. As an object of a class “Client”, each has a set of 
properties that may include a title property, a name property, 
and a ?le-by-date property. The exemplary list region 212 
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includes any number of client objects 214(1-N) that display 
a reference number property associated With each client 
object. A developer can utiliZe a list control, such as List 
BOX, to create the list regions 212 and 216. Controls such as 
ListBoX and other menu controls are implemented to man 
age a collection of items of arbitrary type. 

[0055] The list region 216 displays additional object prop 
erties for a highlighted object, such as the ?rst client 
reference number shoWn at 214(1). When the object 214(1) 
is highlighted or selected by a user in the list region 212, the 
list region 216 displays the information properties 218 
associated With the client object data at 214(1). The client 
object is associated With the user interface display element 
220 to display the reference number. The objects for the 
clients and the associated information, along With data style 
de?nitions 128, may be provided to a rendering engine of 
computing system 100 to display the list of items in a 
designed display format. 

[0056] In an embodiment, the functional components to 
implement data association reside and operate on a single 
computing system, such as computing system 100 shoWn in 
FIG. 1. Alternatively, one or more of the functional com 
ponents may be implemented in separate computing systems 
in a distributed netWork, an eXample of Which is described 
With reference to FIG. 4. 

[0057] An application program 202 developed for imple 
mentation With the data programming model 110 and in an 
exemplary embodiment of data association may represent 
any number of different computer applications or programs 
developed for use on many different types of computer 
systems. The application program 202 in conjunction With 
the user interface module 204 eXecutes in a computing 
system to display user interface 206 and the list regions 212 
and 216. In an embodiment, the application program 202 
accesses storage media 112 Which stores the objects as data 
items 114. The data item objects (e.g., data items 114) relate 
to user interface display elements and controls that are 
displayed in a list region or other grouping, yet are inde 
pendent of the user interface elements and control (i.e., hoW 
an object Will ultimately be rendered for display). 

[0058] In an embodiment, the data item objects 114 may 
be managed as a set of similar objects in an object collection 
Where each of the objects have similar properties or ?elds. 
The content of the similar properties or ?elds is different for 
each different client object. In other embodiments, there may 
be other types of objects as part of another object collection 
maintained Within the same data store (e.g., storage media 

112). 
[0059] The application program 202 also accesses or is 
associated With the data style de?nitions 128 Which may be 
developed or designed by the developer of the application 
program 202, or the data style de?nitions 128 may be 
created by a third party. The style de?nitions relate to the 
actual style properties to be associated With the data content 
of the data item objects 114 When the data is ultimately 
displayed. A data style de?nition 128 is stored separately 
from the data item objects 114 and is independent of the data 
itself. 

[0060] A data style de?nition 128 in?uences the display of 
data in tWo principal Ways: (1) by specifying property values 
for the item itself, and (2) by specifying an internal repre 
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sentation for the item (e.g., a visual subtree). For instance, 
a data style de?nition 128 may include font siZe (such as 12 
or 10 point, etc.), type (such as Arial or Courier, etc.), color 
(such as black or red, etc.), attributes (such as bold or italics, 
etc.), location (such as position on the display), and any 
other data style de?nition parameters. Also, a data style 
de?nition may describe a visual subtree to aid in the creation 
of an internal visual representation of the data items, such as 
for a given data object having ?elds to be displayed. 
Moreover, the data style de?nitions 128 may be sub-divided 
into separate style de?nitions for each of the properties of 
each data object to be displayed. In a particular embodiment, 
a data style de?nition 128 may be stored for each class of 
data objects 114. 

[0061] The data style de?nitions 128 may also contain list 
control style information Which provides visual style infor 
mation for the list control itself, independent of the data to 
be displayed in the list control. That is, there may be a 
signi?cant amount of user interface information regarding 
the building of a list on a display including siZe information, 
border information, shading and color information, hoW the 
user interacts With the list, such as mouse interaction, etc. A 
list control style is used to provide such information. 

[0062] In an embodiment, the application program 202 
includes data binding de?nitions 124 that, during operation, 
cause data items 114 (e.g., properties of the data item 
objects) to be bound to the user interface elements or 
properties of a data style de?nition. The data binding de? 
nitions 124 can be implemented as declarative program 
statement(s) that associate one or more data objects to a data 
style. Such an association may be made by explicitly iden 
tifying the data types and the data style for that type, by 
providing a style selector call, by providing a default style, 
or by some other method. 

[0063] Application program 202 operates on a platform 
that relates to the frameWork or application programming 
interface (API) Which provides the necessary communica 
tion betWeen the application program 202 and the operating 
system of the computing device, such as computing device 
102 shoWn in FIG. 1. As such, the platform provides the 
intermediate functions and services to alloW the application 
program 202 to ultimately display the user interface 206 on 
a display 104. Although not shoWn, the operating system and 
its necessary operations occur betWeen the platform and 
display. 

[0064] The platform can include a tree assembler module 
that parses the information received from the application 
program 202 to build a visual tree Which is an internal 
representation of the display, and thus represents the com 
bination of the data from the data item objects 114 to be 
displayed and the information from the data style de?nitions 
128 that describe hoW to display the data. In an embodiment, 
the tree assembler module includes a style lookup module 
and a data bind module Which are used to locate the style 
elements and to bind a property of a user interface element 
to a data property (i.e., establish the desired links). The 
application program 202 can request that the style lookup 
module lookup the correct style de?nition and request that 
the data bind module make the links. These requests may be 
declarative and interpreted by the tree assembler module, or 
procedural such that the application program 202 calls the 
binding methods at runtime. Moreover, a data style may also 
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have a declarative request for binding to data as Well in 
Which case the data bind module handles the request. 

[0065] In an embodiment, the tree assembler receives the 
data content and the style information directly from the 
application program 202. In other embodiments, the tree 
assembler may access the required content and style infor 
mation directly from the data store (e.g., storage media 112) 
and the de?nition module, respectively, through the opera 
tion of the data bind module. In doing so, the tree assembler 
understands Where to look and What to ?nd based on the 
binding information received from the application’s data 
bind section. 

[0066] The tree assembler module completes the visual 
tree and passes the tree to the rendering engine Which 
utiliZes the visual tree to render the display on the user 
interface display 206. In an alternative embodiment, the 
visual tree is passed ?rst to a layout engine that adds more 
information to the visual tree using user interface elements 
from a user interface element factory to complete the tree. 
The layout engine understands the physical properties of the 
display such that it can determine Where to place certain 
display items and hoW large to make them relative to the 
physical characteristics of a particular computing system. 

[0067] The application program 202 and the tree assem 
bler module operate in a dynamic environment Wherein the 
tree assembler may make an initial visual tree and as the 
application program 202 executes, items and displays may 
change, such that the tree assembler may reWrite or modify 
the visual tree to ultimately update the display. 

[0068] A listing of exemplary markup language (e.g., 
XAML code) is provided to illustrate de?ning a data style 
de?nition 128 for use by the tree assembler. As may be 
appreciated, the provided code is only one example of a Way 
in Which the concepts described herein may be implemented 
and should not be considered limiting to the shoWn syntax. 

<Style def:Name=“ClientStyle”> 
<Style.VisualTree> 

<DockPanel> 
<Text TextContent=“ *Bind(Path=Number)”/> 
<Text TextContent=“*Bind(Path=Title)” FontStyle= 
”Italic” /> 
<Text TextContent=“ *Bind(Path=Name)”/> 
<Text TextContent=“ *Bind(Path=File—by—Date)”/> 

</DockPanel> 
</Style.VisualTree> 

</Style> 
<ListBox ItemStyle=“{ClientStyle}” ItemsSource=“*Bind(DataSource= 
{Clients})” 
</ListBox> 

[0069] The ?rst line <Style def:Name=“ClientStyle”> rep 
resents the declaration or de?nition of a neW style named 
“ClientStyle”. The name is merely an example that contin 
ues from the client example shoWn in the list item regions 
212 and 216 on user interface display 206. FolloWing the 
de?nition of the style name, the markup describes the visual 
tree in the next eight lines. The visual tree consists of a dock 
panel that contains four text controls identi?ed as “Text 
Content=”. The visual tree essentially states that When a 
client is displayed, four properties of a client object are to be 
shoWn as text (via the Text controls), using layout rules 
supplied by the surrounding DockPanel. 
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[0070] The ?rst text control binds the data from the 
number ?eld of the client object to be displayed ?rst. As may 
be appreciated other details may be required to make this 
example Work, such as adding Width dimensions for the 
columns to each text control, etc. The second text control 
binds the data from the title ?eld of the client object to be 
displayed second, the third text control binds the data from 
the name ?eld of the client object to be displayed third, and 
the fourth text control binds the data from the date ?eld of 
the client object to be displayed fourth. The style may be 
applied to all client objects at runtime such that the style 
does not have to be associated With the data until runtime. 
Further, this one style de?nition can be applied to all client 
objects such that the style does not have to be repeated When 
the client objects are created. 

[0071] The exemplary code listing also illustrates a sample 
request to list clients. The “<ListBox” command represents 
a “ListBox” control syntax for XAML. The ListBox decla 
ration contains an explicit “ItemStyle” reference Which, in 
this case, is set to “ClientStyle” to call, or reference, the data 
style de?nition described above. Further this ListBox 
example also designates the source of the items as “Items 
Source=“*Bind(DataSource={Clients})”.” Binding the item 
source in this manner indicates that the ListBox command is 
to list data from all the client objects using the client style 
de?nition. From this, the tree assembler builds a visual tree 
to list the numbers, titles, names, and dates of all the client 
objects in the client collection. 

[0072] An exemplary visual tree is provided Which is a 
tree-like structure having nodes for the visual representation 
of the elements to be displayed. Not all elements are shoWn 
in a visual tree as not all elements have visual information, 
and this is only a portion of a potentially larger visual tree. 

ListBox 
...(elements from the style for ListBox)... 

DockPanel 
ListItem 

...(elements from the style for ListItem)... 
ContentPresenter 

Dock Panel 
Text = Numberl 

Text = Title1 

Text = Namel 

Text = Date1 

ListItem 

...(elements from the style for ListItem)... 
ContentPresenter 

Dock Panel 
Text = NumberZ 

Text = Title2 

Text = NameZ 

Text = Date2 

ListItem 

...(elements from the style for ListItem)... 
ContentPresenter 

Dock Panel 
Text = NumberN 

Text = TitleN 

Text = NameN 

Text = DateN 

[0073] The ?rst item in the visual tree is the list box item 
Which the tree assembler enters into the visual tree When 
encountering a list box command. Next, an inquiry is 
performed to determine the data style information for the list 
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box itself. The data style information may include properties 
of the ListBox as Well as a visual tree that may contain 
borders or shading information, controls for scrolling, and 
the like. In an embodiment, the visual tree contains one 
element (usually a Panel of some sort) With a property such 
as “IsltemsHost=true” that indicates Where the user interface 
for the data items belongs. The tree assembler sets the 
properties of the ListBox to their desired values, creates a 
copy of the desired visual tree, and adds it to the main visual 
tree. 

[0074] The tree assembler creates the user interface for the 
data items, one at a time, and adds the data item properties 
to the visual tree under the panel. This user interface is 
derived from the list control itself, and the ListBox indicates 
that it expects the ?rst piece of the user interface to be a 
ListItem. Other list controls may indicate a different type of 
element, such as a Menu might indicate that it expects a 
MenuItem. In an embodiment, the manner in Which the 
ListBox indicates that it expects a ListItem involves the use 
of an “ItemsControl” object Which has a property called 
“ItemUIType.” A derived class like ListBox sets this prop 
erty to typeof(ListItem). The tree assembler module queries 
this property and creates an element of the desired type. The 
tree assembler creates an element of this type (a ListItem in 
the present example), performs an inquiry for its style 
information, and creates the corresponding visual tree. This 
style information might describe hoW the user interacts With 
the list item, such as What happens When the mouse cursor 
hovers over a list item, etc. 

[0075] The visual tree typically contains a special element 
that indicates Where the user interface for the data item 
belongs. In one embodiment, this special element is a 
ContentPresenter Which is Where the second piece of user 
interface is added. The tree assembler performs an inquiry to 
determine the style information for the data item, creates a 
copy of the visual tree described in that style, and adds it to 
the main visual tree. Thus the content presenter functions to 
“style” the data content. 

[0076] The content presenter acts to retrieve the ?rst 
object and upon receiving the object, such as a client object 
in this example, the tree assembler uses the de?ned item’s 
style to layout the proper ?elds in the visual tree. For 
instance, the ?rst element in the ClientStyle is a Dock Panel 
command, such that a dock panel entry is made in the visual 
tree. Next, With the dock panel, the ClientStyle displays the 
?rst text element Which is the number from the ?rst client 
object. The actual text (e.g., the reference number) is not 
placed here, hoWever. Rather, a binding is de?ned to account 
for later changes made to the actual data (i.e., When the data 
changes in the data item, the data associated With the visual 
tree Will also change). The additional text entries for the 
client title, name, and date are also inserted into the visual 
tree. 

[0077] This process is repeated for all of the client objects 
Which are entered into the visual tree as sub-trees. The 
completed visual tree may be passed to a layout engine for 
additional user interface elements prior to being sent to the 
rendering engine. In another embodiment, the layout engine 
calls the tree assembler as needed to generate the tree just in 
advance of the layout process. In essence, the layout engine 
and the tree assembler module are separate but cooperating 
modules. The rendering engine accepts the visual tree and 
uses the same to display the list of clients on the display. 
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[0078] In a method for an embodiment of data association, 
a request is received to display data from a set of objects. 
Optionally, the set of objects may be related in that each 
object is of the same type or of the same class. Upon 
receiving the request to display data from the data objects, 
a parse operation parses the request to identify that a list is 
to be displayed and to determine Whether a data style 
de?nition should be applied to the list. Further, the parse 
operation iterates over the list of items and determines if any 
particular styles should be applied to the data items them 
selves. In an embodiment, the request to display the data also 
includes style information Which initiates requests, at runt 
ime, to the platform to establish links betWeen the data and 
the associated styles. In establishing the appropriate links, a 
search operation may be performed to search for and locate 
the appropriate style. 

[0079] Upon establishing the appropriate links, de?ned 
styles are applied for the data objects. Although the style is 
described independently of the data, an apply operation 
determines the user interface elements to apply from the 
style such that a visual tree data structure may be built or 
modi?ed. The modi?ed visual tree may include binding 
information Which initiates requests, at runtime, to the 
platform to establish links betWeen the properties of the user 
interface elements and the properties of the data items. 
These requests may be declarative in that they are inter 
preted by the platform, or procedural in that the application 
program 202 calls the binding methods at runtime. 

[0080] In applying the de?ned style, visual information is 
entered into a visual tree. Each data object is associated With 
style information that is de?ned independently from the data 
itself, and stores the information into a data structure, such 
as the visual tree. The visual tree has visual information for 
all of the data items (and other user interface elements) to be 
displayed. The application program 202 requests that the 
data bind module make these links, and these requests may 
be declarative in that they are interpreted by the tree assem 
bler module, or procedural in that the application program 
202 calls the binding methods at runtime. Moreover, the data 
styles may also have a declarative request for binding to data 
as Well in Which case the data bind module handles these 
requests. The visual tree is passed to the layout engine and 
to the rendering engine to optionally apply more style 
information and to render the display items on the display 
device. 

[0081] In another method for an embodiment of data 
association, list item styling is applied When a list item is to 
be displayed since the object is a list item. The list-item style 
relates to an independently de?ned set of user interface 
elements that apply to list-items in general, and indepen 
dently from the actual data to be presented, or displayed in 
the list. For example, the list-item style may de?ne the 
background color for the list item or de?ne hoW the user may 
interact With the list item. 

[0082] The content presenter is invoked Which provides an 
indication that a data item is to be displayed. In an embodi 
ment and, as the list item display process is progressing, a 
content presenter command is received that identi?es the 
actual data object having the data for display. The data style 
associated With ?rst list item is obtained and the content 
presenter is invoked Which identi?es the object collection 
and the object to be retrieved, along With information 
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regarding the appropriate or relevant visual style. Once the 
appropriate style is selected, the appropriate style is applied 
to the content presenter Which inserts the visual information 
into the visual tree. The visual information typically includes 
user interface properties that are data-bound to data prop 
erties of the data object. 

[0083] A determination is made as to Whether all of the 
data objects have been entered into the visual tree. If there 
are more objects to add to the visual tree, then the process 
of applying a list item style to the visual tree is repeated for 
each object until all of the objects have been evaluated and 
their visual representations have been entered into the visual 
tree. In an alternative embodiment, other items may be taken 
into account before causing the repetition, such as deter 
mining to stop adding visual elements to the visual tree When 
enough user interface elements have been created to ?ll the 
available space. Alternatively, it may be determined that a 
time threshold limit has been exceeded such that no more 
objects should be added to the visual tree. 

[0084] There are several methods to determine Which style 
to apply to the data content, such as a style being provided 
to the list box request as described above Where the Item 
Style is speci?cally provided as the “ClientStyle” such that 
the content presenter searches for and uses a de?ned style 
named ClientStyle. This is an example of an explicit refer 
ence by the name of a style. In another embodiment, the list 
box request may not provide the item style information, but 
rather provides only the item source information. In this 
case, the tree assembler recogniZes the type of the object to 
apply to a style. Using this type information, the tree 
assembler is able to search for any styles that are de?ned 
based on the type of the object. In an embodiment, a 
collection of objects may have many different types of 
objects, such as client type objects, customer type objects, 
and others. To display a list of these objects, the list box 
request may simply refer to the types that are to be displayed 
and the tree assembler identi?es the proper style to apply 
based on this type information. 

[0085] In yet another embodiment, the style information is 
identi?ed using an “ItemStyleSelector” object in the list box 
request. For example, <StyleSelector def:Name=“(anyStyle 
Selector)” Where “StyleSelector” is a class of objects having 
one method, SelectStyle. The application developer may 
cause a style selector object to be instantiated When a list box 
function is called to alloW the developer a means of selecting 
the appropriate style for the appropriate objects. This “Style 
Selector” class is particularly useful When an application 
developer Wants to apply different styles to objects of the 
same type, but having different properties. 

[0086] In an order of priority, the tree assembler looks for 
an explicit reference ?rst, then determines Whether a style 
selector has been identi?ed When no explicit style reference 
is indicated. Next, if neither an explicit style reference nor 
a style selector has been identi?ed, the tree assembler 
identi?es the type of object and searches for a style based on 
the object type. Lastly, if no object type style is de?ned, then 
a default style may be applied and/or an error message may 
be displayed to the user. 

[0087] The operations described above depend on many 
different things, such as the collection of items, the values of 
the properties Within the collection of items, the style 
information, the style selector information, the styles de?ned 
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for the controls (eg the list box control and the list item 
control), etc. Each of the various elements that make up the 
display components may, in fact, change dynamically. The 
platform responds to such changes by re-applying the meth 
ods as necessary to produce a desired result. For example, 
during execution of the application program 202, a neW data 
object may be added to the object collection by use of an add 
item control on the user interface. In response, the tree 
assembler module is noti?ed of the change Where the 
noti?cation may be an active noti?cation calling to the tree 
assembler module, or alternatively, the noti?cation may 
result from the tree assembler module “listening” for such an 
event. 

[0088] Upon being noti?ed of the change, the tree assem 
bler module may determine Whether the insertion is relevant 
(e.g., change the current display). In some cases, the tree 
assembler module may only generate user interface elements 
to ?ll one screen or display at a time and thus if the change 
to the object collection results in an insertion into an 
“off-screen” area, then the tree assembler module may 
determine that the change is not relevant for the current 
display and do nothing. If hoWever, the tree assembler 
module determines that the change is relevant, then the tree 
assembler module generates or changes the visual tree to 
include the neW objects data items and inserts the neW user 
interface elements in the correct place Within the visual tree. 
The neW data object Will get styled as described above and 
the visual tree Will be passed to the rendering engine to be 
displayed. 
[0089] Similarly, When an item is removed from the object 
collection, the tree assembler module may be noti?ed and, in 
response, determine the relevance of the removal. If the 
removal is relevant, the tree assembler module removes the 
corresponding user interface elements from the visual tree 
and thus rebuilds the visual tree. Again, the neW tree is 
passed to the rendering engine for display rendering. In an 
embodiment, a collection change relates to a “refresh” When 
an object collection is changed in some Way. For example, 
When an application program sorts a collection, the collec 
tion may send a refresh noti?cation to the system Which 
causes the tree assembler module to rebuild the visual tree 
according to the neW order of the data items. 

[0090] When the item style property is changed, a noti? 
cation is sent to the tree assembler module as Well. In some 
cases the item style may have been used in styling many 
different objects such that the tree assembler module must 
determine Whether changes are relevant and Where. If rel 
evant, a re-styling in all the necessary locations occurs 
potentially resulting in a neW user interface being displayed 
according to the neW style. Accordingly, the same process 
occurs When the item style selector property changes as Well. 

[0091] In another method for an embodiment of data 
association, dynamic changes to items and styles begin 
When a change has been made to an object collection that is 
currently being displayed and/or is being prepared for dis 
play. The changes to the object collection may relate to the 
addition of an object, the deletion of an object or a change 
to an existing object, Wherein the change relates to data that 
is to be displayed. The method may also apply When a 
change is made either to an item style or a style selector that 
applies to the present display or present visual tree. 

[0092] A visual tree is an internal representation of the 
data to be displayed and, because that data has changed due 
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to a change to the object collection or to the de?ned styles, 
the visual tree is no longer valid and is invalidated. Such an 
invalidation may involve the setting or clearing of a bit to 
indicate that the present visual tree is no longer valid. The 
visual tree is recogniZed as no longer being valid Which may 
relate to the tree assembler module being noti?ed of the 
invalidation operation, or the tree assembler module may 
listen for the type of event. 

[0093] When the visual tree is invalidated, a determination 
is made as to Whether the change is relevant by comparing 
against the current display to determine if the change Would 
cause a change in the current display. If the change is 
relevant, a rebuild operation begins rebuilding the entire 
visual tree as described above, to incorporate the change. In 
other embodiments, the rebuild operation simply identi?es 
Where the visual tree should change and makes those 
changes. Upon rebuilding the tree, the tree is passed to the 
rendering engine to cause the actual presentation of the 
display (e.g., re-rendering the display). As described, the 
visual tree may be passed to a layout engine for added user 
interface elements prior to passing to the rendering engine. 

[0094] The objects in a set may be managed as a collection 
and additional user interface elements may be added through 
the use of a de?ned style to a “group” of objects. The 
de?nition of the group, and hoW the group-level user inter 
face elements look, may therefore be independent of the 
group itself. In an embodiment, an application program 202 
may provide the ability to display a second list region 216 
that includes details 218 of a listed item from a master list, 
such as list region 212. The details listed in list region 216 
may display most or all of the data properties for a particular 
object, such as a client object, Where the master list 212 only 
lists some of the data properties. It Will be appreciated that 
When managing large numbers of data objects, a user may 
Wish to only vieW the abbreviated set of data properties 
When vieWing the list of different objects and, When a 
particular item is selected, the user may then Wish to vieW 
all of the information. In an embodiment, the use of such a 
details WindoW in combination With a master list is consid 
ered a “master-detail” implementation. 

[0095] When a master data item changes dynamically 
(e.g., display element 214(1)), there is a need to accommo 
date the change by processing that item’s associated detail 
items. To accommodate this change, data displayed in the 
detailed list region 216 is automatically updated because 
each of the displayed ?elds in the list region 216 are bound 
to the actual data records, just as the displayed ?elds in the 
list region 212. 

[0096] UtiliZing the systems and methods described for 
data association, an application program developer can 
apply many different and ?exible data styling techniques to 
data used in the application. The de?ned data styles can be 
used for one or more different objects, and the application 
program developer can assign style information in a declara 
tive manner (e.g., the systems and methods provide a 
declarative Way to program hoW data looks When displayed 
and hoW an end user might interact With the user interface 
elements and underlying data). In doing so, the data is 
separated from the user interface elements and style de?ni 
tions. Consequently, the developer or an end user may 
change the data objects Without changing the user interface 
elements. LikeWise, the developer may alter or change the 
user interface elements Without changing the data objects. 
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[0097] Methods for data association, such as exemplary 
method 300 described With reference to FIG. 3, and meth 
ods for data binding, such as exemplary method 400 
described With reference to FIG. 4, may be described in the 
general context of computer executable instructions. Gen 
erally, computer executable instructions include routines, 
programs, objects, components, data structures, procedures, 
and the like that perform particular functions or implement 
particular abstract data types. The methods may also be 
practiced in a distributed computing environment Where 
functions are performed by remote processing devices that 
are linked through a communications netWork. In a distrib 
uted computing environment, computer executable instruc 
tions may be located in both local and remote computer 
storage media, including memory storage devices. 

[0098] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary method 300 for an 
embodiment of data association. The order in Which the 
method is described is not intended to be construed as a 
limitation, and any number of the described method blocks 
can be combined in any order to implement the method. 
Furthermore, the method can be implemented in any suitable 
hardWare, softWare, ?rmWare, or combination thereof. 

[0099] At block 302, a binding association is de?ned 
betWeen an element property of a user interface element and 
a data item property such that a value of the element 
property is de?ned by the association to the data item 
property. For example, binding de?nition 226 (FIG. 2) 
associates an element property of a user interface element 

214(1) and a data item property such that the reference 
number (e.g., a value) of the data item property is displayed 
by the user interface display element 214(1). The binding 
association de?nes a visual representation of the user inter 
face element With the data item property such that the user 
interface element is displayed according to the associated 
value of the data item property. The application program 202 
Which generates the user interface 206 can be developed 
independent of the data item 224. Further, the data item 224 
having the data item property With the associated value for 
display on user interface 206 can be developed independent 
of display-related information for the user interface display 
element 214(1). 
[0100] At block 304, a transformed value of the data item 
property is generated for association With the element prop 
erty of the user interface element. For example, transform 
de?nition 228 transforms a value of the data item property 
(of data item 224), and the transformed value is associated 
With the element property of the user interface display 
element 222. The transformed value can be generated for 
compatible association With the element property of the user 
interface display element. Further, the transform de?nition 
228 can be developed as a logic component of the applica 
tion program 202 to generate the transformed value of the 
data item property. The value of the data item property is 
maintained unchanged in a data item database, such as 
storage media 112 (FIG. 1). 
[0101] At block 306, a data item update is received that 
corresponds to a change of the associated value of the data 
item property, and the element property of the user interface 
display element is updated With the associated value change 
of the data item property. For example, the value of the data 
item property (of data item 224) can be changed and binding 
de?nition 226 updates the element property of the user 
interface display element 214(1) With the value change. 
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[0102] At block 308, a user interface element update is 
received that corresponds to a change of the value of the 
element property of the user interface element, and the 
associated data item property is updated With the value 
change of the element property of the user interface element. 
For example, the value of the element property of user 
interface display element 214(1) can be changed on user 
interface 206 and the data item property of data item 224 is 
updated With the value change. 

[0103] At block 310, a data context property is de?ned to 
identify the data item as the data source of the user interface 
element, and at block 312, an additional binding association 
is de?ned betWeen an element property of an additional user 
interface element and an additional data item property of the 
data item Where the additional user interface element has a 
dependent association to the user interface element, and 
Where the additional binding association defaults to the data 
context property to identify the data item as the data source 
of the additional user interface element. 

[0104] At block 314, a collection of data items is de?ned 
and a representation of the data items is developed for 
display in a list box of the user interface, Where the list box 
is bound to the representation of the data items of the 
collection, and Where the list box has display elements that 
are each associated With a referenced data item in the 
representation of the data items. Further, a collection 116 
(FIG. 1) of data items 114 can also be de?ned to include a 
?rst representation of the data items 114 and at least a second 
different representation of the data items 114 Where the ?rst 
representation and the second different representation each 
reference the data items 114 in the collection 116. 

[0105] At block 316, a data style de?nition is de?ned for 
a visual representation of the associated value of the data 
item property on the user interface. Further, the data style 
de?nition can be de?ned for a template of the user interface 
element to display the associated value of the data item 
property. An additional binding association can be de?ned to 
associate the data item property With the data style de?ni 
tion, and an additional binding association can be de?ned to 
associate data items With a data style de?nition that de?nes 
a visual representation of the data items as a data tree. At 
block 318, an instance of a data class is declared Which 
corresponds to a type of data as a resource, Where the 
binding de?nition is de?ned to include a reference to the 
data class in a declaration of the binding de?nition. 

[0106] Data binding can be implemented to bind a user 
interface property of a user interface element to the value of 
a data object property. A bind object is utiliZed to associate 
a value of the user-interface element With the value of the 
data object property. The bind object implements an IAp 
plyValue (also referred to herein as “apply-value interface”) 
that is called during processing With arguments that include 
the user-interface element and the user-interface property. 

[0107] Programming syntax for developing an application 
can be implemented in a markup language and/or in code. 
“Code” refers to classes, methods, properties, events, and 
the like Written in a computer programming language such 
as C# (“C-Sharp”) or Visual Basic, for example. Code is 
“procedural”, in that it describes a sequence of steps. 
“Markup” refers to objects and properties Written in a 
markup language such as XAML (eXtensible Application 
Markup Language), and is declarative in that markup 
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declares desired relationships among data objects. With 
markup, the actual behavior of the data objects is implied. 

[0108] A given task in an application can be accomplished 
using markup, code, or a combination of both, and choosing 
Which language to develop an application is a user imple 
mentation choice. Markup is often more understandable and 
maintainable by users With little or no programming expe 
rience, and is often used to describe the appearance of an 
application. Code can be implemented When describing 
dynamic aspects of the application, such as What action takes 
place When a user interface button is clicked or selected. 

[0109] The XAML language is based on XML. An XML 
document consists of tags, each of Which has a name and any 
number of attributes. The tags can be nested. See, for 
example, the folloWing XML excerpt: 

<Library> 
<Book Title=”A Tale of TWo Cities”/> 
<Magazine Title=”NeWsWeek” Volume=”28” Issue=”3” /> 

</Library> 

[0110] The XML excerpt consists of four tags, With tag 
names “Library”, “Book”, “Magazine”, and “/Library”. The 
MagaZine tag has three attributes, each of Which is described 
by a name and a value. The Library tag contains the Book 
and MagaZine tags, and its scope ends at the/Library tag. The 
Book and MagaZine tags are not scoped, as indicated by the 
‘/>’ at the end of the tag. 

[0111] XAML is a system for interpreting XML as 
describing the appearance of the user interface (UI) of an 
application. In XAML, there are tWo kinds of tags: object 
tags and property tags. These are distinguished by the 
presence of a dot in the tag name. An object tag denotes an 
instance of an object, Where the tag name indicates the type 
of the object. The attributes of an object tag describe the 
values of properties of the corresponding object. For 
example, the object tag <Button Background=“yelloW”/> 
describes an object of type Button Whose Background 
property is set to the value “yelloW” (or more precisely, to 
a value obtained from a type conversion With input “yel 

loW”). 
[0112] An object tag can refer to any type knoWn to the 
application, including types built in to the presentation 
platform (such as Button, ListBox, Text), system types (such 
as String, Integer, Array), or types de?ned by the application 
itself. 

[0113] A property tag denotes the value of a property of 
the containing object tag, Where the tag name gives the full 
name of the property. The tags contained Within a property 
tag describe the property value. This is useful When the value 
is too complicated to be expressed as an attribute of the 
object tag. For example, consider the markup: 

<Button> 
<Button.ToolTip> 

<ToolTip> 
<FloWPanel> 

<Image Source=”Information.jpg”/> 
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-continued 

<Text> Click here to save your Work </I‘ext> <Text> 
</FloWPanel> <Text.TextContent> 

</I‘oolTip> <Bind DataSource=”{DSO}” Path=”Name“ 
</Button.ToolTip> Converter="{MyConverter}” NotifyOnTransfer="true” /> 

</Button> </I‘ext.TextContent> 

[0114] This describes a Button Whose ToolTip property is 
set to an object of type ToolTip, as indicated by the property 
tag <Button.ToolTip>. The ToolTip object contains several 
further objects that produce its desired appearance. 

[0115] Many of the types built into a presentation platform 
can have a property called “Resources” Whose value is a 
dictionary that maps a name to an object. The objects so 
de?ned can then be used as property values in the rest of the 
markup, Without having to rede?ne them at each use. For 
example, consider the markup: 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 

<SolidColorBrush def:Name=”BlueBrush” Color=”Blue”/> 
</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text Background=”{BlueBrush}” /> 
<ListBox Background=”{BlueBrush}” /> 

</FloWPanel> 

[0116] The FloWPanel’s resources include a blue Solid 
ColorBrush under the name “BlueBrush”. The Text and 
ListBox both refer to this resource by name. The platform 
interprets an attribute value enclosed in braces, such as 
“{BlueBrush}”, as a reference to a resource named “Blue 
Brush”, and searches the resources of all the enclosing 
objects to ?nd the corresponding object. Here, it Will ?nd the 
FloWPanel’s “BlueBrush” resource in both cases, and set the 
Background property to the object de?ned by the resource. 

[0117] The description of data associations in markup 
leverages the property tag syntax. In an embodiment of data 
binding, a data association is described by an object of type 
Bind, Which has a number of properties that affect the 
association. One Way to describe a data association is to 
specify a Bind object as the value of a target property. For 
example, consider the markup: 

[0118] This denotes an object of type Text Whose Text 
Content property is associated With (or bound to) the Name 
property of a data item. This syntax uses compound prop 
erties to provide a binding declaration. A parser Will create 
an object of type Bind, parse the property value pairs in the 
expression, and set values on the properties of the Bind 
object. As suggested above, any of the properties of the Bind 
object can be de?ned in this Way. A more complex example 
is: 

[0119] This denotes an association that gets its data from 
an object de?ned as a resource named “DSO”, that queries 
the “Name” property of its source item, applies a value 
converter de?ned as a resource named “MyConverter”, and 
that raises an event Whenever it transfers a value. The terms 
“converter” and “value converter” are also described herein 
as “transformer” and “data transformer”, respectively. 

[0120] In a markup language, such as When a value is a 
single object that has properties Which can be described by 
string values, an application platform can support an alter 
native syntax referred to herein as a “compact syntax”. For 
example: 

<Text TextContent=”*Bind( DataSource={DSO}; Path=Name; 
Converter={MyConverter}; NotifyOnTransfer=true )” /> 

[0121] This example illustrates three components of the 
compact syntax. The syntax begins With a designated escape 
character, the *, folloWed by a type name Which in this 
example is “Bind”. The value Will be a neW object of this 
type. Next is a list of property values to be set on that object. 
Each element of the list has the form property=value. The 
elements are separated by semicolons, and the entire list is 
enclosed in parentheses. The values can be resource refer 
ences. 

[0122] Compact syntax is useful When describing data 
associations because the use satis?es the requirements of a 
single object With simple property values. HoWever, com 
pact syntax is not limited to data associations. It can be used 
to describe a property value of any type When the require 
ments are met. 

[0123] Once a Bind object has been created, a binding is 
set on the element. A Bind object implements the IApply 
Value interface as folloWs: 

public interface IApplyValue 

public void Apply(DependencyObject do, DependencyProperty dp); 

[0124] When a parser sees an object Which implements the 
IApplyValue interface, it calls Apply on the object and 
passes the corresponding DependencyObject and Dependen 
cyProperty on Which the property is being set. The Bind 
object in its ApplyValue implementation calls Binding.Set 
Binding(do, dp, bind). 
[0125] A data association is a Way of describing the value 
of a property indirectly. Consider the difference betWeen a 
direct assignment of a property: 
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[0126] <Text TextContent=”Hello”/> 

[0127] 

[0128] <Text TextContent=“*Bind(Path=Name)”/> 

[0129] In the ?rst example, the platform simply stores the 
string “Hello” as the value of the TextContent property, and 
any subsequent queries to that property Will return the string 
“Hello”. In the second example, the correct source data item 
has to be located, its Name property retrieved, an appropri 
ate value converter applied, and request to be noti?ed When 
the Name property changes so that the TextContent property 
can be changed in response. The receiver of the noti?cation 
that Name has changed needs to knoW the target object (e. g., 
the Text control) so that its TextContent property can be 
changed. 

and an assignment via data association: 

[0130] A Bind object knoWs something about the source, 
but nothing about the target, and does not have the correct 
type for the target property. For example, the value of 
TextContent in this example is a string, not a Bind. There 
fore, the IApplyValue interface is the mechanism to “assign” 
an object of type Bind as the value of TextContent. 

[0131] When the platform assigns an object that imple 
ments IApplyValue as the value of some property, the 
platform Will instead call the object’s Apply method, passing 
the target object and property as arguments. It is then the 
object’s responsibility to do Whatever Work it deems nec 
essary in order to “assign” itself as the value. 

[0132] In the case of data association, the Bind object 
implements IApplyValue, so the platform never actually 
stores a Bind object as the value of any property. Instead it 
calls Bind’s Apply method, Which does the extra Work 
mentioned above and stores an expression as the actual 
value of the property. The property engine then delegates all 
subsequent requests to get or set the value to the expression, 
Which knoWs hoW to fetch the value from the source item. 

[0133] As such, IApplyValue provides a mechanism for a 
class to take over the Work of being a property value. The 
class arranges that the value ultimately produced by a query 
into the property has the correct type and honors any other 
restrictions for that property, but otherWise the class can do 
any additional Work it needs to. IApplyValue is a general 
purpose extensibility mechanism. It alloWs the Bind class to 
do the extra Work it needs, Without the platform’s property 
engine having to knoW anything speci?c about Bind. 

[0134] The data associations in an application bind prop 
erties of UI elements to properties of data items. The 
application can supply some data items to serve as the source 
of these associations. The application author can describe 
these items in markup using one or more of the methods 
described in this section. All the methods use resources to 
describe the sources. 

[0135] For a parameter-less data item, and When a source 
is a single object knoWn to the application, the object can be 
de?ned as a resource and use it via the source property of 
Bind. For example: 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 
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-continued 

<MyObject def:Name=”TheData” /> 
</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text TextContent=”*Bind(Source={TheData}; 
Path=Name)” /> 

</FloWPanel> 

[0136] Here, an object of type MyObject is created and 
de?ned by the application as a resource named “TheData”. 
A data association on the Text control uses this object as its 
source, looks up its Name property, and assigns the result to 
the TextContent property. 

[0137] For parameteriZed data items (e.g., IDataSource), 
and When the source is the result of a query depending on 
parameters, the source item can be obtained the ?rst time, 
and noti?cations can be arranged in the event that the 
parameters change so as to yield a different source item. For 
example, if the source data is obtained by an SQL query to 
a relational database, any associations to this data should 
read the result of the query, and should also re-read the result 
When the SQL query changes, thus producing neW data. The 
IDataSource interface supports this kind of noti?cation: 

interface IDataSource 

void Refresh( ); 
object Data { get; } 
event EventHandler DataChanged; 

[0138] An object that implements IDataSource Will notify 
its listeners When its data has changed, via the DataChanged 
event. A data association can depend on an object by using 
the DataSource property. For example: 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 

<XmlDataSource def:Name=’TheData” 
Source="Customers.xml”/> 

</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text TextContent=”*Bind(DataSource={TheData}; 

XPath=Name)”/> 
</FloWPanel> 

[0139] In this example, the markup denotes an object of 
type XmlDataSource de?ned as a resource named “The 
Data”, and the TextContent property is associated to this 
object. Because the markup uses the DataSource property, 
the association knoWs to retrieve the value of the object’s 
Data property to get the actual data, and to listen for the 
DataChanged event. If and When that event is raised, the 
association Will re-fetch the object’s Data property. 

[0140] The IDataSource interface provides a general 
mechanism for retrieving data and receiving noti?cations 
that the data should be re-fetched. It can be implemented by 
classes that provide access to speci?c kinds of parameteriZed 
data. An application typically uses such a speci?c class as 
one of its resources, providing parameters by setting prop 
erties on the object. The folloWing sections provide several 
examples. 
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[0141] An application can use XML data via the Xml 
DataSource class. In markup, it can be used in one of tWo 
Ways: sourced, or inline. In a sourced use, the XML data is 
obtained from a URL given by the Source property: 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 

<XmlDataSource def:Name=”TheData” 
Source=”http://MegaCorp.com/Customers.xml”/> 

</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text TextContent=”*Bind(DataSource={TheData}; 

XPath=Name)”/> 
</FloWPanel> 

[0142] In an inline use, the XML data is denoted directly 
Within the data source: 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 

<XmlDataSource def:Name=”TheData” > 

<Library> 
<Book Title=”A Tale of TWo Cities”/> 
<Magazine Title=”NeWsWeek” /> 

</Library> 
</XmlDataSource> 

</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text TextContent=”*Bind(DataSource={TheData}; 
XPath=Title)” /> 

</FloWPanel> 

[0143] An application can use objects it de?nes itself via 
the ObjectDataSource class. The parameter in this example 
is given by the TypeName property, Which denotes either a 
fully quali?ed type name, or a name de?ned in the “code 
behind” for the application. The following example of a 
fully-quali?ed type name includes the namespace of the 
desired class, and the name of the assembly in Which it is 
de?ned. 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 

<ObjectDataSource def:Name=”TheData” 
TypeName=”MyNamespace.Customers, MyApp”/> 

</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text TextContent=”*Bind(DataSource={TheData}; Path=Name)” /> 

</FloWPanel> 

[0144] This refers to the assembly named MyApp for a 
class named MyNamespace.Customers, creates an instance 
of this class, and uses it as the source for the data association. 

[0145] An application can obtain data from a relational 
database via the SqlDataSource class. It is parameteriZed by 
an SQL query and a ConnectionString, and returns data in 
the form of a Systern.Data.DataSet object. The folloWing 
example uses property tag syntax to describe the complex 
Select property: 

<FloWPanel> 
<FloWPanel.Resources> 
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<SqlDataSource def:Name=”TheData” 
ConnectionString="server=myhost;database=mydata”> 

<SqlDataSource.Select> 
<QueryCommand Text=”SELECT 

Title, Author, Subject FROM Books” Table=”LibraryData” /> 
</SqlDataSource.Select> 

</FloWPanel.Resources> 
<Text TextContent=”*Bind(DataSource={TheData}; 

XPath=Name)”/> 
</FloWPanel> 

[0146] FIG. 4. illustrates an exemplary method 400 for an 
embodiment of data binding. The order in Which the method 
is described is not intended to be construed as a limitation, 
and any number of the described method blocks can be 
combined in any order to implement the method. Further 
more, the method can be implemented in any suitable 
hardWare, softWare, ?rmWare, or combination thereof. 

[0147] At block 402, a user interface property of a user 
interface element is programmed (as a markup language) 
With a bind object that implements an apply-value interface. 
Amarkup language is programmed in a compact format, and 
the bind object associates a value of a data object property 
With the value of the user interface property. 

[0148] The markup language can be described in the 
compact format as <element property=*Bind( )/>, or alter 
natively as <element property=*Bind(name=value)/>. The 
element is a user interface element, the property is a user 
interface property of the user interface element, and the 
*Bind is an instance of the bind object. The name-value pair 
is representative of any number of a data object property (of 
arbitrary “name”) and an associated property value. In the 
compact syntax, a value of any object can be declared on the 
object provided that the value can be described by a string. 
In an example: 

[0149] <Text TextContent=“*Bind(DataSource= 
{DSO}; Path=Title”)/> 

[0150] Which describes a user interface element of type 
“Text” that has a user interface property named “TextCon 
tent” Which is bound to a data object property named “Title”. 
The data object that has the Title property to be obtained is 
the object produced indirectly by a resource object named 
“DSO”. 

[0151] As described above, there are several properties of 
Bind that can be utiliZed in a compact syntax, some via 
resources and others not. FolloWing is a simple example for 
explanation purposes that includes the several properties of 
Bind: 

<Text TextContent=”*Bind( 
DataSource={DSO}; 
Path=Title; 
XPath=Library/Books; 
BindType=OneTime; 
UpdateSourceTrigger=PropertyChanged; 
BindFlags=NotifyOnTransfer; 
Converter={MyConverter}; 
ConverterParameter=xyZ; 
Culture=en—us; 










































































